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Abstract 
Our paper represents a vision system based on the laser measurement system (LMS) for bulk 

ship inspection. The LMS scanner with 2-axis servo system is installed on the ship loader to build the 
shape of the ship. Then, a group of real-time image processing algorithms are implemented to compute 
the shape of the cargo hold, the inclination angle of the ship and the relative position between the ship 
loader and the cargo hold. Based on those computed inspection data of the ship, the ship loader can 
accomplish the bulk cargo loading operation automatically. Finally, our paper describes and analyzes the 
experiment of the Laser Vision System in Coal Terminal of Tianjin Port. 
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays, more and more ports are transforming from the manned mechanized port to 

the unmanned intelligent port. Many engineers and researchers are now developing the 
intelligent control system to implement the automation for port machines. Most of those 
engineers and researchers used the digital video cameras as the image sensors [1], [2], [3], [4], 
[5], [6]. For a fast and correct image recognition, a standardize mark image should be firstly 
fixed on the controlled target. With the assist of the mark, it is possible to calculate the 3D 
position of the target by using a mono-vision system. For example, an octagon plate with six 
reflective circles was installed on the hoist, and then the camera could track the octagon plate 
mark image and calculate the real-time position of the hoist [2].  

Those methods based on cameras can work for the machines themselves. However, for 
the automation control of bulk port machines, those methods are limited. It is because that it is 
not easy or possible to install standardized mark images on bulk port machines, the bulk cargo 
and the bulk cargo ships. The bulk ports are usually very dirty, so the pollution of cameras and 
standardized mark images may reduce the reliability of the digital video cameras vision 
systems. And the ships and the bulk cargo are also impossible to install any standardized mark 
images. 

Therefore, some other engineers and researchers began to find a new way to 
implement the target position and inspection. Some used the laser to detect the 3D surface of 
the target while some used the frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radar to detect 
the distance from the target to the radar [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] . However, the precision of 
the FMCW radar is not enough to meet the requirements of the automation on ship loader [10]. 
The laser measurement system (LMS) is a suitable approach to solve the target-inspection 
problem in bulk ports. With the multi-axis servo machine, the LMS can do both single-dimension 
and multi-dimension scanning. Based on the images from the LMS, the shapes of the cargo and 
ships can be rebuilt [9]. Combined with image processing algorithms, the information of the 
targets can all be calculated. 
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2. System Description 
2.1. Laser Measurement System 

Laser measurement system (LMS) is a laser-based multi-angle distance scanner. As 
shown in  

Figure 1, the LMS can send and receive the laser in each 0.25 degree. An optical 
monitor section is made by those lasers. In the optical monitoring section, any target that the 
laser cannot pass through will be detected. The distance and the sectional plane shape of the 
target can also be computed by LMS.  

For a stationary LMS, only one arc section can be monitored which limits the LMS 
scanning performance. Usually, as shown in  

Figure 2, a multi-axis rotation servo machine is installed on the LMS that can drive the 
LMS to rotate into any scanning posture. With the servo machine, the LMS can scan any 
sectional planes of the target, and those planes scanned by LMS can rebuild the whole surface 
of the target. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. the Diagram of LMS 
Scanning [13] 

 

 
Figure 2. the Architecture and the photo of Multi-axis Servo 

System for LMS 
 
 
2.2. Architecture of the Automatic Ship Loader 

The automatic ship loader is a typical manned ship loader with a group of advanced 
sensors and controllers. With the assist of those sensors and controllers, the ship loader can be 
operated in typical manned mode and automation mode. 

As shown in 
Figure 3, the LMSes are installed on the ship loader and can scan the ship as well as 

the bulk cargo. With the servo machines, the LMSes can rotate into different postures and scan 
the targets at any sectional planes. A 2D and 3D ship and bulk cargo image can be rebuilt by 
those sectional planes. The embedded computer can analyze the images based on scanning 
data and output the analysis results including the position of the ship, the shape of the ship 
cargo hold and the shape of the cargo etc. The programmable logical controller (PLC) receives 
the analysis results and controls the ship loader complete the loading operation automatically. 
For an automatic ship loader, the image processing algorithm is the key technology. 
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Figure 3. The Architecture of the Automatic Ship Loader 
 
 
 
3. Image Processing Algorithm 
3.1. Image Preprocessing 

As shown in  
Figure 4, the LMS installed on the ship loader can scan the ship cargo hold (left part of 

the Figure 4) and rebuild the sectional plane image of the hold (right part of the Figure 4).  
 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Diagram of LMS Scanning on Ship Loader 
 
 

Based on the sectional image of the cargo hold, the width of the hold, the depth of the 
hold and the inclination angle of the hold can all be computed by an image processing. 

The scanned point cloud should be firstly rasterized and secondly stored in a 0-1 matrix. 
The purpose of rasterized points is to achieve high-performance at an enough precision 
condition. The LMS used on the ship loader can reach 0.1cm precision which is over-accurate 
for automatic ship loader. For the ship loader, 1cm is enough accurate for automatic control. A 
rasterization formula is used to process all points into rasterized points [14], [15]. 
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In Equation 1, the CEIL function is a decimal truncation function. For example, CEIL 

(2.6) = 2. And the S is the side length of rasterized grid. The 
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 is the rasterized points and 
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 is the original points. 

As shown in  
Figure 5, the size of every rasterization square cell is 1cm by 1cm,inother words, S=1 in 

Equation 1. If there are 3 points in the original point cloud are P1 
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 after rasterized. The decimal 

part of the original points will be cut. 
The benefits of the rasterization are to remove and merger the very close points to 

reduce the number of the points and to transform the float points into integer points to increase 
the computing performance in embedded computers and micro-controllers. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Transform Original Points to rasterized Points and to 0-1 Matrix 
 
 

A 0-1 matrix is used to store the rasterized points for feature-extraction. The size of the 
matrix is equal to scanning range of LMS. The LMS used in ship loader can detect objects of 
less than 4000cm. Therefore, the matrix size is 4000 by 4000. Each value (0 or 1) of the 
element in the matrix represents whether there is a point existed at the coordinate position of 
the element. The steps to store the points into 0-1 matrix are shown following. 

1. Build a D by D zero matrix, where D is equal to the LMS scanning range. 

2. Traversal all points 
X

Y

 
  

 and make 
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As shown in  

Figure 5, for instance, there are Pa and Pb in 
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and 
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, so 
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2 ,3
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Based on the 0-1 matrix, the feature-extraction can be easily executed. 
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3.2. Feature Extraction 
For an automatic ship loader, the features including the width of the cargo hold, the 

depth of the hold and the inclination angle of the hold should be extracted.  
Based on the 0-1 matrix, a dynamic projection approach is used to detect the edge of 

the cargo hold and then determine the width and depth of the hold. 
As shown in Equation 2, all the elements in 0-1 matrix are projected to X axis and a 

one-dimensional projection array 
0 m

P P  is acquired.  
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In Equation 2, the projection function has two input parameters which are the 0-1 matrix 
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The each element of the projection array is determined by Equation 3. 
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The purpose of the projection is to reduce the dimension and size of the matrix and to 

search for the edge by sorting the projection array. It is because that the edge of the hold is 
nearly perpendicular to the X axis. By projection, the big element in the projection array is 
usually the edge in the image scanned by LMS.  

As shown in  
Figure 6, for an instance, a projection interval is selected. In the 0-1 matrix, these 

elements which are within the same interval are accumulated, and the sum is store in an 
element of projection array P. The right part of the  

Figure 6 is the accumulated results stored in projection array P. The big accumulated 
results (big Ps) and the edges are all corresponded.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Diagram of Dynamic Projection Approach 

 
For this approach, the parameter “projection interval” should be correctly selected. If the 

interval is too big, the edge can be found approximately and may not be accurate enough to 
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operate the ship loader automatically. For an instance, in Figure 6, the interval is almost 500cm 
which is too big. Although the edges can be found, but the minimum accuracy is equal to the 
interval 500cm, in other words, the edge is known inside a 500cm-length space but the accurate 
position of edge in the space is unknown. In Figure 6, selecting so big interval is just for readers 
to realize how the projection approach works visually. 

And if the interval is too small, the tolerance of the inclined cargo hold would be 
reduced. It is because the inclined edge may be separated into 2 parts by the dividing line of 
projection interval. It is possible that 2 edges are found while there is only a separated edge by 
too small projection interval. 

Therefore, a dynamic method is applied to search for a suitable projection interval. This 
method is a search algorithm. The discriminat formula of the suitable interval is shown below. 
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In discriminant formula 4, 
d

T  is the threshold of the edge accumulated value and the 

non-edge accumulated value. PS  is the sorted projection array P and the 
0

PS  is the biggest 

value. For the cargo hold, there are 4 edges in which the 2 edges of the hatch and 2 edges of 
the underdeck cargo hold. Therefore, if there are more than 4 edges found, it means the interval 
is too small and one of the edges is separated into 2 parts by the dividing line of projection 
interval. 

The interval parameter can be searched from a small value until the discriminant 
formula is satisfied. With the suitable interval, the edges of the cargo hold can be determined. 

By projecting the 0-1 matrix into X axis, the edges are found. And the 0-1 matrix is also 
projected to Y axis, and then the bottom of the cargo hold is also easily found. Detailed steps 
are similar with the previous projection algorithm. 

The edges are found, and then an accurate line fitting should be done inside those 
edges. The least square method is a typical line fitting approach. 
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 are n points which are inside an edge found by projection 

approach. According to the least square method, the slope of the line “k” and the intercept “b” 
can be determined by the equations shown below. 
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 b Y k X   (6) 
 
The edge line is determined by least square method and the inclination angle of the 

cargo hold can be calculated by slope “k” of the edge line. The inclination angle of the cargo 
hold is equal to “arctan (k)”. 

By the dynamic projection approach with a suitable interval parameter, the edges and 
the bottom of the cargo hold are found. The edge lines are all fit by the least square method, 
and then the inclination angle of the hold is also calculated by the slope of the edge line. At this 
point, the key features of the LMS sectional plane scanning are all extracted.  

As shown in  
Figure 4, the LMS scans the ship from one side to the other side, and the width, depth 

and the skew inclination angle of the cargo hold are computed by the sectional plane scanning 
image. With the servo machine, the LMS can turns 90 degrees in the horizontal plane and 
scans the ship from the bow side to the poop side. It is similar that the length, depth and the 
pitch inclination angle of the cargo hold are also computed. Thus, a whole shape of the cargo 
hold is determined. With the shape data, the ship loader can automatically load the hold. 
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4. Experiment 
The LMS (Model: SICK LMS-511-10100) with a servo machine was installed on the 2# 

ship loader in Coal Terminal of Tianjin Port. LMS Scanning & Image Processing software was 
also developed and transplanted into an embedded computer (Model: GE IP VME-SBC V7768). 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7. the Photo of LMS and the Software of LMS Scanning & Image Processing 
 
 

As shown in  
Figure 7, these hardware and software are all prepared and being tested. According to 

the requirements of the ship loader automation, the precision of the LMS measurement and 
image processing should be 100cm in length and 1 degree in angle. The experimental test 
results are shown in Table 1. 

 
 

Table 1. Experimental Results of Ship Cargo Hold Inspection using LMS 

Date  
Length 
(cm) 

Width  
(cm) 

Depth  
(cm) 

Skew inclination angle  (Degree) 

2012-07-09 
Real Value 2060 1370 1120 0.0 
Computed Value 2000 1350 1100 0.2 

2012-07-10 
Real Value 2040 1380 1150 0.0 
Computed Value 1950 1350 1100 0.7 

2012-07-11 
Real Value 2020 1400 1130 0.0 
Computed Value 1950 1350 1100 0.1 

 
 

As shown in Table 1, the computed sizes of the cargo hold are close to the real sizes. 
The experimental results show that the ship cargo hold inspection approach described by this 
paper is enough precise to meet the requirements of automatic ship loader.  
 
 
5. Conclusion 

This paper describes an approach to inspect the cargo hold of bulk ship using a laser 
based scanner LMS. The LMS is a novel sensor to accurately measure distances of the target 
in an arc section. The dynamic projection approach described in the paper is an effective 
method to work out the edge and angle features from the sectional plane image built by LMS. 
The experimental results show those methods are all valid and enough precise for automation. 

Based on those features computed by image processing algorithm, the ship loader can 
acknowledge the cargo hold shape real-timely and unmannedly. Thus, the ship loader can be 
operated automatically. 
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